
E d u c a t i o n a l

THE LOW-POWER    
DISPLAY SOLUTIONS 
THAT MAKES THE 
EXTRAORDINARY 
THE NEW NORM
GDS is proud to introduce e-Tela, its revolutionary 
product range for large screen digital signage, that uses 
E Ink® technology to open up a whole new spectrum of 
performance options previously not thought possible.
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Redefining the Boundaries
of Display Technology
E Ink® is the company that developed and successfully commercialized the  
electrophoretic technology behind the E-Reader market, whose defining characteristic is 
extremely low-power consumption.
Strongly believing in eco-sustainability and the potential applications for this technology, 
GDS entered into a Joint Development Agreement with E Ink, with the aim to translate 
the capabilities of E Ink technology into effective large format displays. Targeted for both 
indoor and outdoor use, e-Tela is especially effective outdoors since its primary mode 
of operation uses reflected ambient light. 

E Ink chose GDS because of its proven deployment of TFT’s outdoors without the need 
for air conditioning units. GDS is now introducing to the industry its e-Tela e-Tela large 
format displays range, conceived to offer key benefits including sunlight readability, 
ultra-low power consumption and thin, lightweight form factors, suitable for harsh  
outdoor environments such as those found in:
transportation, retail, road sign and other DOOH applications.

What makes it different?
E Ink displays are bi-stable. This means that they retain the image when power is  
removed. Power is only needed when ‘turning a new page’. They are also reflective, 
which means that they do not need an internal backlight to illuminate them so long as 
there is sufficient ambient light for the display to be read.

The lack of power and lack of backlight means that the weight, thickness, power con-
sumption and complexity of the display are all vastly reduced compared with other 
technologies.
The life of the display is also increased since there are fewer parts to fail.
The display can be read in full sunlight and is able to withstand the rigours of harsh 
outdoor operating environments.

The combination of minimal power consumption and outdoor readability opens up 
new possibilities for displays where previously they were not feasible, or were thought 
too costly compromised in performance to be viable.
In particular, the technology is friendly to battery power and photo-voltaic (solar) power 
generation, which can lead to further reduction of carbon emissions

How it works
E Ink displays need no backlight because they are ‘reflective displays’, unlike LCDs 
which are transmissive. In an E Ink display, ambient illumination from the sun or any 
light element is reflected back to our eyes from the surface of the display, exactly like 
paper.
So the more ambient light there is the brighter the display looks and the easier it is to 
read. This uses only a fraction of the power needed by a transmissive display since no 
light is absorbed in the internal structure as it is in an LCD (at the polariser, the color 
mask and other optical layers).

There are two types of e-Tela displays offered by GDS: Active Matrix and Segmented.
Active Matrix displays have a large array of pixels and are intended for applications 
requiring many different forms of text and images. The switching of the pixels array 
is controlled by an active matrix backplane, similar to a conventional TFT display or 
monitor.
Segmented displays are intended for applications using predefined segments that can 
be turned on or off. This is similar to a calculator with an alphanumeric display. 
In summary, the e-Tela display will either be made up of an array of pixels or by a  
collection of predefined shapes.



Perfectly READABLE, at the Gas station
e-Tela displays emulate the reading experience of printed text.

Even outdoors and in full sunlight the content on the display will be shown perfectly; it 
will be as easily read as traditional ink text on white paper.
A monochrome e-Tela SEGMENTED display is therefore ideal for those installations 
where the content is rarely changed such as fuel station pricing signs.
The most common problems mentioned by customers using LED displays, such as 
‘image pixelation’ (due to low resolution) and ‘reduced viewing angle’, are completely 
eliminated by GDS’s e-Tela SEGMENTED displays.

e-Tela also delivers outstanding contrast, comparable to that of text on normal paper 
- in other words it provides readability that is ‘as good as it gets’!

TOUGH enough to stand on railway PLATFORMS
e-Tela can be used as a single display or as a Master and Slave Double Display, mak-
ing it the ideal solution on platforms where it can replace current train indicator signs 
showing the scheduling and destination of trains. Furthermore, the low power, weight 
and slim packaging makes e-Tela displays suitable for onboard applications, showing 
in-car information as well as external train car numbers. 
e-Tela is perfect for these applications since the data needs updating only occasionally.
The system therefore, becomes an ‘almost zero power display’ deployment.

When coupled with GDS’s proven ruggedisation for harsh environments, e-Tela  
becomes a perfect display solution on platforms where its light weight and slim form 
factor make for a very simple and serviceable installation.
Color or monochrome, e-Tela can be used as a sign, a wayfinder, an information 
board or a timetable to display mission critical customer information with complete 
reliability in this tough environment.

In portrait or landscape modes e-Tela display can also be designed with customised 
mechanical characteristics so as to fit into existing housings.

IDEAL at the BUS station
e-Tela will use up to 99% less power than a TFT. As such, it could be powered by a 
battery and so become power autonomous for months or even years.
In fact, with solar or battery power e-Tela could be a 100% wireless, energy self-
sustainable signage deployment.

Like all GDS signage systems, e-Tela can be equipped with auto-diagnostic  
capabilities for failure analysis and a 3G wireless telecommunication connection. In 
aBus Stop application, a display that is self-sustainable, wireless, and at the same 
time is able to auto diagnose itself in case of failure, represents a quantum leap in  
capabilities compared with traditional signage options.

Installation and maintenance costs usually represent a significant proportion of the true 
cost of the system and these can be vastly reduced if cabling is kept to a minimum.
A display system that can be powered by a solar panel and/or battery with a wireless 
broadband connection can eliminate all cables and wired connections, allowing a true 
remote signage solution in otherwise inaccessible places. In all cases, in the event of 
power loss, the bistable technology will keep the current message on the display.
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Eink Electrophoretic segment Black and White
Max height 35 cm 
216 Segments (with or without dot) 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes, no visible borders 
10:1 (typ)

 
Addressable Serial (Sequential) 
12 Vdc 
below 0,1kW per year (@ 1 picture change per day) 

1200 x 430 mm
20 Kg
Optional
Standard 4mm AG Glass

-20° +50° (Full sun light condition)

Optional
Optional
Optional

SEGMENTED

PANEL
Technology
Character dimensions
Segment per Characters
Reverse Image
Pixel Effect Free
Segment Continuation
Contrast
 
CONNECTIVITY
Driving Signal 
Power Supply
Power Consumption
 
MECHANICAL STRUCTURE
Dimensions (W-H-D)
Weight
Wall VESA Mounting
Front Glass
 
Operating Temperature
 
SPECIAL FEATURES
Front Light for Night Vision
Player IP LAN Connection                          
Ambient Light Sensor                      

MONOCHROME



COLOR
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2560 x 1440 px
92 ppi
16 Grey levels

MATRIX

PANEL
Technology
Active Area                             
Resolution
Pixel Density
Colour Levels
Contrast
Refresh Time
 
CONNECTIVITY
LAN
USB
Power Supply
Power Consumption
 
MECHANICAL STRUCTURE
Dimensions
Weight
Wall Mounting
Front Glass
 
Operating Temperature
 
SPECIAL FEATURES
Front Light for Night Vision 
Solar Kit
IP Rated

 
EMBEDDED PC
Processor

1280 x 720 px
46 ppi
4096 Color levels

MONOCHROME

Eink Electrophoretic Monochrome or Color TFT
31.2”,  16/9 format

10: 1 typ.
< 500msec

 

RJ45
Mini USB

12 Vdc of power input
6 W max with scrolling contents below 1W in Stand By mode

 
 

740 x 460 x ~35 mm 
15 Kg

VESA Standard
Standard 4mm AG Glass tempered, other configurations on request

 
-10° +40° Full sun light condition

Optional (6 W)
Optional

IP54 (Electronics)
IP65 (Panel)

ARM, Linux OS
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GDS Europe 
(Headquarters)
Via Tezze di Cereda, 20/A 
36073 Cornedo Vicentino (Vicenza) 
Italy

T. +39-0445-428991
F. +39-0445-428992
E. emea@gds.com

About GDS

After more than 30 years, GDS continues to be a technology leader and world leading manufacturer of display solutions. GDS’s position as the chosen 
partner of some of the world’s leading blue chip companies has been achieved and maintained by providing best-in-class solutions, products and 
services. Today, GDS continues this ethos by growing with clients as their needs and requirements change. It is this dedication to customers that 
drives GDS to remain at the forefront of its chosen technologies and markets.

GDS America
Maurice Cohen Building 
5217 28th Avenue 
Rockford, IL 61109 
USA

T. +1 815 282 2328
F. +1 815 282 0297
E. america@gds.com

GDS Asia
No. 11 Building, EDI Processing Business 
Network Supervision District,
No. 888 Pangjin Road
Wujiang Economic Development Zone 
Wujiang City, Jiangsu Province, 215200 
China
T. +86-512-88812766 
F. +86-512-88812767
E. asiapacific@gds.com


